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Hey all, today has been a very very very long day. I’m typing this with my eyeballs glazed over and
half open. However, so much has happened in such a little amount of time I wanted share a few
things  before I pass out I know a lot of you are in different timezones, are busy with life, and taking a
break, so maybe this will help with parsing through some of the crazy stuff the crew has been up to. 

The petition hit 50K, and is at 52.5K at the moment

Fundraisers: I didn’t even realize there were two different fundraisers for Palestine/Gaza going on
but we blew both out of the water. (Note: the second picture is from a November campaign but I
think its just as important to highlight— ty for the correction anon!)

https://www.tumblr.com/gentlebeardsbarngrill/tagged/ofmd


The Emmys hashtag turn out was great tonight. There was some pretty amazing and creative stuff
going on across all the platforms. Some can be seen on IG, but if you wanna see the majority of it,
check out twitter #SaveOFMD #75thEmmys

---We have new ways of protesting and advocating for our show, see here for the thread on
tumblr (from twitter):---

https://www.tumblr.com/xoxoemynn/739617028121444352/transcript-of-tweets-below-the-cut-but-in-short


And to support that @saltpepperbeard was kind enough to put together a wonderful guide on how
to  Call It Through as a Crew: Alleviating Some Phone Anxiety which as someone who is socially
anxious and sometimes verbally vomits on people when on the phone, is AMAZING and thank you
so much for doing that to help. 

-- > There is also this new thread on some new places to call into. Don't quote me on that being an
official thing we should do, I'm sure @renewasacrew and others will have more in the AM, I just
wanted to share it so people could follow if they wanted to. 

------------------

New Articles!

Our Flag Means Death: Here’s why season three deserves to be aired

Petition to save BBC show with rare Rotten Tomatoes score gets 50,000 signatures

------------------

There's so much more that's happened today-- but I can't write it all down because my brain is
couscous. 

<---So instead, I'm going to use this last part to gush over you all and your amazing contributions
in all your unique ways. The community support the last few days has been SO INCREDIBLY
UPLIFTING.-->

I saw (and experienced) people reblogging asks where random followers, anons, and mutuals
just reached out and sent love because they could tell people were struggling. 
I've seen comments all over the place on Tumblr, IG, Twitter, and Facebook where each and
every person is encouraging each other to speak their mind, or complimenting their artwork,
encouraging them if they were feeling uncomfortable with things outside their comfort zones,
coming up with new and exciting ways to fight back, people reaching out to the cast/crew just
to say hi and remind them we love them. 
I've seen Self-Care checkpoints all over, reminding people to drink water, take a break, block
your notifications for a while, not engaging in negative behavior.

https://saltpepperbeard.tumblr.com/
https://www.tumblr.com/saltpepperbeard/739638272883556352/call-it-through-as-a-crew-alleviating-some-phone
https://x.com/flagmeanssteph/status/1747126367517659571?s=20
https://renewasacrew.tumblr.com/
https://www.thepinknews.com/2024/01/15/our-flag-means-death-cancelled-season-three-queer-fandom/
https://metro.co.uk/2024/01/15/flags-mean-death-petition-demanding-season-3-gets-50-000-signatures-20115917/


I've seen people being so nice on instagram posts that the people who were being dicks about
all our comments turned around and decided to watch OFMD!
I saw so many people doing new analysis of scenes and characters, and having really deep
and friendly discussions that make everyone think in new ways.
I saw people digging through old tumblrs to bring life back to old posts and artwork. 
I saw so much NEW artwork, new FICS! New GIFS! So much new art and love!

I could literally go on and on, but I've just...I had to dump this out of my brain otherwise I'd explode.
I've just seen so much today that continues to make me so proud of our little safe space ship and
so happy to be apart of this community. 

You all continue to be the best of the best of humans, and I am so very grateful to get to witness
and be apart of it. Rest up lovelies and have a good day / night, wherever you may be. May you
dream of sexy middle-aged gay men kissing, or hugging, or whatever else you want them to be
getting into. 


